SIS2 for students

- My timetable
  - Synchronisation of timetable information – Google Calendar
  - Synchronisation of timetable information – Outlook 2010
- SIS2 Courses
  - Search for courses
  - Viewing of the course syllabus
  - Viewing general information on the course
  - Syllabus button information
  - Course code information
- SIS2 Registration
  - SIS2 Registration for courses
  - SIS2 Registration to groups and changing of groups
  - SIS2 Remaining on the waiting list of the course
  - SIS2 Registration for the course from the waiting list
  - SIS2 Leaving the waiting list
  - SIS2 Planning of courses – adding, cancelling and registration
  - SIS2 Planner calendar
  - SIS2 Cancelling of registrations

Video tutorial

- SIS2 introduction video